WHEN SHOULD YOU USE
MARATHON POWER?

• When you have a need for specific product features
• For custom or OEM applications
• If you are tired of poor product quality
• When you need product on time and ...
• Because you are looking for a good value proposition!

HOW TO CONTACT US

In keeping with our philosophy of meeting the specific needs of our customers and
providing the right product for an application, we recommend that you contact
Marathon Power or one of our regional representatives for assistance with selecting a
product.
For pricing or a formal quotation, to check availability or discuss
the requirements of an application, please contact us in one of the
following ways:

2538 E. 54th Street
Huntington Park, CA 90255
Office: 310-689-2328
Fax: 310-689-2329
sales@marathon-power.com
info@marathon-power.com
www.marathon-power.com
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Your local representative / distributor is:

ISO9001
Certified

THE UPS PRODUCT LINE

Since our company focus is on niche markets, our UPS’s are designed for single-phase applications in these
markets with powers ranging from 500VA to 12000VA and voltages from 110V to 240V.
Numerous line-interactive configurations (with Automatic Voltage Regulation) are available, most with true
sinewave output on battery and in standard and extended run-time versions. Topping the range are true online,
double conversion models. All topologies are available in either Tower or 19” Rack-Tower form factors.

Technological features and advantages include dual microprocessor control, multifunction LCD displays,
interactive sleep modes, hardwire connectivity, network capability, remote signaling and control, advanced battery
management, 50/60Hz auto-sensing, “Cold” start, EPO (Emergency Power Off), high current charging, alternative
energy storage, ruggedized designs and custom power monitoring and UPS control software.
Marathon Power is focused on the uninterruptible
power industry; but we’re not just another UPS
company. While UPS products are part of our portfolio,

Most importantly, the majority of our models are also customizable
to meet the specific requirements of an application, OEM or otherwise.

we differentiate ourselves by offering unique product
and custom solutions targeted at niche markets.
When UPS’s first appeared, their primary application
was to back-up computers in the event of a power
failure. While the computer-related market is still the
largest, there is a growing need for solutions that are
tailored toward specific markets and applications; from
medical equipment to industrial automation to security
systems. While poor power quality is a mere nuisance
to some, the damage or loss caused by these problems
is extremely costly to others. In addition, the need for
uninterruptible and conditioned power is being fuelled
by the fact that power quality is unlikely to improve for
various reasons.

Top-of-the-Line, Customizable
Double Conversion Design with
Power Conditioning.

Efficient and robust
with True Sinewave Output &
Automatic Voltage Regulation.

Affordable,
Compact, Reliable Battery Backup
with Automatic Voltage Regulation.

• Industrial Automation & Fabrication
• Medical & Imaging
• Test & Measurement
• Original Equipment Manufacturer
• Information Technology
• Guidance Systems
• Security & Safety
• Telecommunications

• Industrial Automation
• Motion & Process Control
• Medical & Healthcare
• Original Equipment Manufacturer
• Lighting & Commercial Control
• Data Acquisition Systems
• Information Technology
• Telecommunications

• Computers & Workstations
• Telephone & PABX Equipment
• Machine Automation
• Security & Safety
• Financial & Banking

Marathon Power differentiates itself by not only
focusing on these alternative, niche markets, but also
by providing exemplary service, a well-made, reliable
product and the ability to provide custom and OEM
solutions. We accomplish this by paying attention to
market trends, feedback from our sales channels, the
needs of our customers and responding immediately
to issues and concerns.

ABOUT OUR PRODUCTS

Our products are different in that they include unique and exclusive features, are built to high standards using
superior quality components and are customizable using a variety of non-standard options. All are manufactured
in an ISO 9001 certified facility and carry various safety agency listings and international approvals.
Most of the items in our catalog are stocked in Southern California with special order or custom product available
from our factory with a reasonable lead-time. OEM models are stocked locally for just-in-time delivery. A network
of manufacturer’s representatives and preferred distributors provides sales and support on a regional basis.

THE RESULT ?

Attention to detail and first-class support as well as superior product quality and reliability.
In summary, ….. we go the distance for you!

